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Dedicated to domestic utilities, 
uses the latest technology to 
provide consistent water 
pressure according to system 
demands.

Esybox Mini 3

Apartments up to 3 floors, 
2 bathrooms and 50m2 of garden

Applications

Suitable for pumping water from:

Wells down 
to 8m deep

Rainwater
collection tanks

Tanks Aqueduct
*where permitted

by law



It's Mini: unlike any other
pressurisation system, it
integrates every component
while maintaining its size quite
small.

Esybox Mini 3



It optimises energy 
consumption while
guaranteeing maximum 
comfort.

Esybox Mini 3

• Thanks to its inverter,
it will help you save up 
to €120 per year.



Esybox Mini 3

• Thanks to its inverter,
it will help you save up 
to €120 per year.

• Thanks to its water-cooled
motor, sound-absorbing
casing and anti-vibration
feet it is extremely quiet.

It optimises energy
consumption while
guaranteeing maximum 
comfort.



...Up to this point it might just seem like
a small but very efficient pressure pump

But when connected to DAB LIVE!
it becomes a real household genius!



What does it do?

It gives the user useful suggestions

It keeps water consumption under control

Compatibility with Google and AlexaIt helps the user in case of any issues

Sleep Mode

Power shower



Let's be precise…



Power shower
The super shower you'll love

It's easy:

• Just ask DAB LIVE!
to increase the pressure 
parameters set for your home 
- just for the time it takes 
to have a Power Shower.



The super shower you'll love

It's easy:

• Just ask DAB LIVE!
to increase the 
pressure parameters set 
for your home - just for 
the time it takes to have
a Power Shower.

• Have a shower.

Power shower



The super shower you'll love

It's easy:

• Just ask DAB LIVE!
to increase the pressure
parameters set for
your home - just for the time it
takes to have a Power Shower.

• Have a shower.
• Then it all goes back to 

normal, so your water 
consumption doesn't
increase!

Power shower



Esybox Mini 3 is already quiet, but
when you activate Sleep Mode, 
you forget it's even there!

Sleep Mode
For when you want
to sleep soundly



Esybox Mini 3 is already quiet, but
when you activate Sleep Mode, 
you forget it's even there!

It even helps you save money
at night, when nobody is in the 
shower!

For when you want
to sleep soundly

Sleep Mode



Vocal assistants
Dedicated to those who
prefer «speaking»

Just ask:
"hey Google! (or Alexa!) activate
Sleep Mode for 7 hours!"



Let's get down to the things that matter:

saving resources and money

(Easier said than done!)



The 'consumption' section
makes it all visible and tangible

With DAB LIVE! it is easy to check
your water and electricity consumption

and compare it with the previous month.



Water is important

You can carefully monitor
how much is used each day,

week, month and even in real time.



If this is what your standard water 
consumption looks like...

...but the app reports this, it is... 
likely that there is

an unexpected leak.

With DAB LIVE! it is easy to verify, 
intervene and solve the problem, thus

avoiding unnecessary waste.

1 2 3

Here's
an example:



As DAB LIVE! keeps track of consumption levels, 
it gives the user suggestions on how to improve

their environmental footprint.

DAB LIVE! learns
and gives you advice





If something is wrong, 
solving the problem is easy:

the app immediately notifies user, 
who can then contact customer support 

as soon as possible.

With DAB LIVE! you can always view
the status of your installation.



We created DAB LIVE!
to simplify things and make
your life more comfortable.



And now tell us: is this just 
a pressure pump?






